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1 ABSTRACT

Livestock are a backbone for modern society. Losing animals to drowning or drowning 
related injuries is a problem for people that keep livestock, particularly in 3rd world areas 
where people rely more on their animals for their livelihood. Flooding is a huge cause of 
drowning for livestock. The flooding in Pakistan in 2010 was reported to have covered 
almost 1/5th of the country and killed around 1.2 million livestock, with many more again 
left facing starvation and disease. The owners of these animals relied completely on the 
income from their herds, so to lose them is a huge problem for these people. The owners 
are often reluctant to leave their animals, putting themselves at risk. A product that would 
prevent livestock from being killed in floods would in turn prevent farmers from falling 
into debt, and cut their losses from flood damage. 

The other major cause of drowning for livestock is when animals get stuck in rivers, ponds 
or muddy areas and get tired and eventually drown. This problem is technically very simi-
lar to drowning from flooding, and a product that could serve both areas would be more 
effective that a specialized flood related product. 

So the issue this project will be looking into is how to save livestock from death during 
flooding, and from being stranded in mud other situations that have the threat of drown-
ing. 
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ABSTRACT CONT.

This research project will explore ways a person can more easily save his or her livestock 
animals, and look at the types of people this problem immediately threatens. This means 
looking at the lifestyles, income, wants and needs of the range of people groups who 
keep livestock. The project will address the problem internationally, as well as locally 
within New Zealand. 

The farming lifestyle will be studied and questioned to find exactly what the existing 
problems are. This will lead to the development of a product that directly meets the 
requirement of the user. The potential market for the product will be primarily life-style/
informal farmers, and parallel to this, farmers in poor areas who keep a small number 
of animals. This potential is extended however to farmers world wide, as it is a problem 
faced by all. Working along side people who have direct experience in a 3rd world flood-
ing situation, as well as cattle farmers locally would be a huge benefit for the project. 
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2 PROJECT AIM

The aim of this research was to answer my questions about livestock loss due to flooding 
and to properly define the problem and identify a set of manageable criteria for a prod-
uct that could prevent the loss of livestock due to the problems defined and identified in 
my research. 
The project aim has moved from saving livestock from floods, to saving stock primarily 
for being stuck and drowning, and secondarily from flooding situation. My final product 
should be useful in both situations. 

My lead research question at the beginning of this project was “How can the danger of 
drowning and loss of feed due to extreme flooding be reduced for livestock by a simple 
product without the need for excessive extra costs?” 

However as my research progressed and I was able to more clearly identify the problem 
and realistic area of need this question was changed to 

I will explain why I have decided to shift my focus in the research results section of this 
report. 

The following diagram explains my project focus.

“How can livestock be easily prevented from drowning in threatening circumstances, including mired 
in bogs and drowning in floods, without the use of expensive resources and excessive man power” 
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2.1 SUB RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Some of my sub questions included 
-How to people currently deal with livestock during floods?
-What are the post flooding issues with livestock?
-What are the needs of farmers with livestock?
-What is the cost of replacing livestock?
-What natural capabilities do different livestock animals have in flood waters?
-What is the difference in the problem between 1st and 3rd world countries?
-What do the animals physically die of?
-What natural physical attributes of livestock are important?
-What kinds of animals are more affected by drowning and flooding?
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TOPIC FLOODING AND LIVESTOCK DROWNING
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3 THE ISSUE IN GENERAL - LARGE ANIMAL RESCUE
CASE STUDIES

I have used two main case studies to prove the viability of my project idea, but the project 
also needed proving for the new zealand market. Therefore my focus in the end of my 
research widened slightly and re-aligned with a more new zealand focused set of criteria. 

 3.1 Case Study One - Pakistan Floods
During mid 2010 the world watched pakistan sink under unprecedented flood waters. This 
once in a hundred years flood inundated a fifth of the countries land area, and was report-
ed to have killed 1.2 million livestock animals. Although the loss of human life was thank-
fully much less than this with final estimates at around 1600 (Gethin C., Saeed S. 2010) 
this flood was ultimately a very serious disaster as floods go. The water left more than 20 
million people homeless and out of work, and those who lost their valuable animals lost 
their entire source of income. There where many reports of people refusing helicopter 
rescue in parts of pakistan as they could not take their livestock animals with them, and 
leaving them to die would make life after the flood impossible. Many Livestock animals 
where dying of starvation after the waters had receded in pakistan due to the huge loss of 
feedstock that had been swept away by the flood. (Chris. A. 2010)
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 3.2 Case Study Two - Brisbane-Queensland Floods
Also during the summer of 2010 a huge area of Australia was inundated with flood wa-
ters. This was different to the pakistan flood disaster as the people involved had very 
different lifestyles, not relying so much on their animals. Also the nature of the flood itself 
was very different. In saying that however the Australian flood was a one in twenty year 
occurrence.
Many towns in Queensland reported having absolutely zero warning about flood waters 
before they tore through their homes, washing people, animals and possessions kilom-
eters away. For most farmers in Queensland at the time however, adequate warnings 
where given, and due to the resources most farmers where able to arrange transport or 
moving of their stock to higher ground and feed to be helicopter dropped when needed. 
The number of stock animals killed by this particular flood was never fully calculated, but 
estimated to be much less than the pakistan case. All livestock deaths from the Queens-
land flooding would have been from drowning. (Daisy. D. 2011)
 
 3.3Case Study Three - The Issue in New Zealand
In New Zealand flooding has never been any where near the scale of problem in has 
been in other parts of the world, however New Zealand livestock do share a related 
problem that the rest of the world has.
This problem is large animals getting stuck, and dying of drowning after long struggles 
trying to get free. This takes the lives of countless livestock in New Zealand and all over 
the world as our climate often renders ground slippery and low points become boggy. 
This problem is related to flooding in a technical sense but is also separate as it happens 
often and all throughout the year. Most if not all farmers in any country have experience 
pulling stuck animals out of mud, rivers or other holes. It requires a lot of effort, man 
power and equipment and often results in severe injury to the animal which can reduce 
its value. (personal communications, See Interviews)
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4. THE MARKET

There are not really any products marketed to farmers for these issues, farmers do how-
ever have their own methods for dealing with the problem. The only products designed 
specifically for the problems I am looking at are used only by search and rescue profes-
sionals, and as such lose their value in actually rescuing livestock when time is of the 
essence and farmers need to act quickly to save their stock. These products simply help 
rescue professionals, not farmers themselves. The main real competition for my project is 
the already “established and proven” methods of large animal rescue.

The following discrimination map shows my intended market focus, I feel there is oppor-
tunity for a cheap product, marketed primarily towards lifestyle farmers and third world 
users.
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4.1 USER PROFILE.

The Product I design potentially has a range of users. As well as accounting for the animal 
which has to be considered for its size, weight and behavior. 

The primary user would be lifestyle farmers or third world farmers who do not necessarily 
have their own set methods of large animal rescue and will often feel daunted by the task 
of rescuing flooded or stuck livestock. These users usually have another job outside of the 
farming world, or in the case of third world users do not have higher education and skills 
associated with first world professional farming. 

The reason for not targeting more professional large scale farmers, or rescue operations 
as primary users is that these user groups have a fairly well established routine or meth-
ods for dealing with the issue of large animal rescue. I found in my interview and other 
methods that these users, are not early adopters and have fairly closed mindsets on how 
the job should be done. (personal communications, see interviews)Their methods do 
work well, as they have the experience and skills to perform them. I will refer to these po-
tential users as tertiary and quaternary user groups.

I have also looked into the general character and anatomy of cattle as they are the focus 
of the product it self. This was mostly done through literature reviews and will be covered 
in the literature review section of this report. 

The following chart explains my user focus within the market. 
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4.2 UNIQUE SELLING POINT

A unique selling point for this product would be to eliminate the need for a tractor or 
boat in large animal rescue. This would create a very unique selling point as there is no 
other cheap product currently available that allows farmers to rescue their large animals.  
Having parallel market of third world users means that this product would possibly be 
the subject of a non-profit organization, and used as an aid tool. I would also think about 
making this usable for rescue personnel and fire fighters who do a lot of large animal 
rescue. This avenue into smaller more specialised market sectors can in a way create a 
unique selling point.
For example if you where to buy a pair of boots, and you could choose between regular 
boots, or the boots that swiss alpine rescue teams use, which would you choose?
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4.3 FORMAL AESTHETICS.

In terms of what products look like in farming and rescue industries they are very indus-
trial hard wearing products. It is definitely a case of form follows function in both of these 
markets. Most farmers choose gear that looks tough and robust and avoid farming gear 
that looks feminine or delicate. The same can be said for rescue gear. A piece of equip-
ment that looks like it will hold and do the job effectively and without hick ups will al-
ways be chosen over a delicate product. I mention rescue gear as I would like to use the 
aesthetics of this product market in my design, as the project is looking at large animal 
rescue.

So a cross of design languages between high end farm gear and professional rescue gear 
would be appropriate. 
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4.4 PARRALELL MARKETS. THIRD WORLD BUYERS.

I have found that there is actually much more urgent need for a livestock rescue product 
in third world areas than in developed countries. This is because the resources available 
in developed areas allow farmers to own tractors, boats and have the use of specialist 
gear like helicopters for animal rescue. Also third world farmers rely completely on their 
livestock for income and it is often a symbol of their wealth and status. (Personal commu-
nications, Dave Bond) Therefore I believe their is opportunity for this project to focus on 
a product that has the potential to be used as a non profit aid tool in parallel with being 
sold to lifestyle farmers in the first world. 

For example if the product cost $50 to produce, Perhaps it could be sold in New Zealand 
for $120, and for every one sold, one is given to a farmer in the third world for a very 
low price, say $5. This small price adds personal value to the product for poor farmers, 
so they will look after it, and remember they have it. This would not necessarily make a 
profit. But who ever said that design is for profit? For me design is for making the world 
better.

The following diagram explains my parralell market concept.
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FLOODING. THE AREAS FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Flooding is often a long and drawn out problem and has different stages to it which af-
fect livestock in different ways. During the concept stages of this project I would like to 
come up with a few designs to cover a range of scenarios for different aspects of flood-
ing. So i have indicated possibility for a product prior to a flood, during, and after a 
flood.

The different types of flooding are also very relevant to this project. There are six main 
categories of flooding, these are; Tidal, Fluvial, Groundwater, Sewer, Man made infra-
structure and Pluvial flooding. (RIBA, 2009) Flooding can vary from slowly rising ground 
floods that do not get very high, to a swollen river which can break its banks and raise 
enough to pull victims into the river flow. There are also flash floods, and monsoon or 
seasonal floods (which are a cause for all of these)

For the sake of clarity, I have included stuck animals as part of flooding. This is because 
for an animal to get stuck the ground has to be wet and boggy. Therefor a flood or very 
wet weather can easily result in livestock becoming stuck. However in saying this I know 
from personal communications that it does not always take a flood for livestock to be-
come stuck.

The following two page info-graph shows the stages of a hypothetical flood, and areas I 
see opportunity for. I have marked the areas with..
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Products used prior to flooding would prevent animals from going into the water in the 
first place, however the problem with this is that often farmers can not predict when a 
flood will occur or can be accountable for every single animal they have.

A product to be used during flooding would help un-stick stock caught in trees or fences 
as well as mud or areas stock get stuck during non flood times.

A product used after a flood event would be the same as above, but possibly also help 
with delivering emergency feed to isolated stock. 

I would also like to add here. I had an impromptu phone interview with David Hassan, 
who was featured in the Rodney Times earlier this year for helping rescue a dozen tree 
stranded cattle from a severe flood. The interview was un-recorded, however the notes I 
took will be included in the appendices of this report.
From his experience he could tell me that the first problem they had was locating the cat-
tle, as many where tired and as such could not moo, so they could not hear them.
The next problem was freeing them from snares and and the tree tops they where caught 
in. And then finally it was to calm the animals down, and get them to high ground.
His experience rendered a need for a product to use right at the hight and extremity of 
the flood.
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COMPEDITOR PRODUCTS AND METHODS

 Method/Product One and Three - Ropes, Boats and Tractors
When pulling a large animal out of mud or rescuing from flood waters the first thing that 
comes to mind for most farmers and rescue persons is a good length of rope. This cheap 
fix is normally tied around the animals neck and to a tractor or 4x4, which then allows the 
animal to be smoothly and quickly pulled from the mud, or in the case of a flood pulled 
by boat to high ground. One has to be very careful when roping any animal by the neck 
as not to jerk or pull the rope to rapidly or leave it around the neck for to long, also the 
type of knot used is very important as it must not be able to slip and strangle the animal. 
So the person must have some knowledge of what they are doing. A bowline is the usual 
knot used. (personal communication, Dave Bond, Johnny Hildreth)

The following chart show the process, pros and cons of methods one and three.
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 Method/Product Two - Avoid the Problem.
In New Zealand most areas have a system of rain gauges which monitor the rainfall at 
any time. This allows farmers to move their stock out of flood plains before there are any 
issues. This system today is very good and in most cases farmers in New Zealand do not 
lose stock to flooding. (personal communication, Lachlain Mckenzie) The only time this 
system can fail is due to human error and change of norms. This was the case for one 
farmer from Wellsford in early 2011 who was away on a hunting trip leaving a farm-hand 
in charge of his stock. The farm-hand was not trained in how to monitor rainfall and did 
not know that he should move the stock. I talked with a neighbor of the farmer who 
along with about ten others ended up rescuing a dozen cattle and calves that where 
wedged in treetops. The cattle had been washed out of their paddock during heavy 
flooding. Of 130 cattle in the paddock only five where left in the paddock, all the rest 
being washed into neighboring properties, and many being killed by trees and debris or 
drowning. (Delwin D. 2010, and personal comunication)

The following chart show the process, pros and cons of method two.
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 Method/Product Four - Helicopters and Hovercraft.
In first world areas communities and farmers will often employ the services of expensive 
helicopters or hovercraft to help muster stock away from dangerous flood areas, pull 
stock out of mud, or drop feed to stranded stock. The obvious problem with this is that 
it is very expensive and not usually worth the expense for only a few animals, unless they 
are prized breading stock or horses, or are causing a public disturbance. The use of these 
methods is normally a last ditch effort, and only used if all other attempts are futile. A 
example of using a hovercraft is in Somerset in England, here tides in rivers go very far 
out leaving extensive mud flats which often claim human and animals lives. The commu-
nity here fundraised to buy two hovercraft which can handle the soft muddy conditions. 
Rescue workers often use the hover craft as a stable flatform to work from in rescuing 
animals and people. (Alastair J. 2009)

The following chart show the process, pros and cons of method four.
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TECHNOLOGY

In terms of possible or emerging technologies for a product in this market my research 
in books and on the web, as well as asking people has not turned up any emerging or 
future outlooks on products and technologies. This is because this market is largely un 
explored and very small. However recent advancements include the use of hovercraft 
and inflatable rescue aids and mats used by rescue professionals, as mentioned and seen 
in the images above. 
Technology I am looking at currently is similar to the british designed air jack, using 
compressed gases to create an inflatable and stable platform could be an excellent way 
to make an animal friendly product, and one that will support and provide the protection 
necessary for this issue. The other up side of this technology is that it is very simple and 
contains almost no moving parts.
The down side of using this technology is its potential to not be rugged enough for the 
users (livestock and farmers) I have been lent one of these “air jacks” by Johnny Hildreth 
for experiments for the next stage of the project so conclusions will be drawn in the next 
stage about continuing with the simple technology.

SUSTAINABILITY.

As this project addresses the loss of a valuable product it is by nature a sustainable de-
sign project. I plan to take this further by addressing some of the sustainability issues with 
current methods of large animals rescue. Namely removing the need for large expensive 
vehicles (tractors, helicopters, hovercraft) which are expensive to own and use
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RESEARCH DESIGN
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OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH
My main and most helpful form of research was in the interviews and conversations I 
have had with numerous people. My approach to the interview research method was 
informal and in a way random as I found that people are most honest and approach-
able when not confronted with a strict set of questions. People also reveal more hidden 
insights when they are allowed to talk on a tangent subject or their own personal experi-
ences. 

Second to my interviews was web based ethnography, This came into play a lot more 
than I had planned and allowed me to get a good overview of the diverse nature of 
flooding and large animal rescue. 

My surveys where not taken, although I asked four different organizations to distribute 
them, two of with said they would. I have found that an email distributed survey is inef-
fective as people are weary of them. For the continuing stages of the project I will be 
relying less on email communications and more on phone calls and in person conversa-
tions. 

Following is a revised timeline, showing my planed and actually conducted research.

The main points changed are the development panel, which has been shifted to smaller 
sessions monthly. And the development stages of the project.
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RESEARCH RESULTS
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RESEARCH RESULTS

This project started out with the question, “How can the danger of drowning and loss of 
feed due to extreme flooding be reduced for livestock by a simple product without the 
need for excessive extra costs?” The first thing I have discovered from my expert inter-
views is that large animals can go weeks without food, and so loss of feed is rarely a life 
threatening problem, (personal communication, Dave Bond) So now I was left with find-
ing out what the danger of drowning actually consisted of, and how people could best 
prevent it for their stock.

INDIVIDUAL METHOD RESULTS

 Method One - Expert and User Interviews.
In total I have conducted seven interviews. One with a rural veterinarian, three with life-
style farmers and three with professional farmers. 
I asked some questions the same for all the interviews in order to compare the results, 
while other questions where inspired on the spot. These questions where a scenario, 
asking what the individual would first do if their property was flooded with a 30 minute 
warning. The second was what would they create to help rescue or free their animals.
In the scenario all of the participants said the first thing would be their family, and then 
assuming their stock was their income, they would move it to high ground. In the case of 
a stuck animal answers varied more, but the common trait was to lift or drag the animal 
out as gently as possible, using a tractor or 4x4 and a rope, and to get the animal stand-
ing on its feet so it could move and eat again. 

I treated most of my interviews as casual conversations as I felt this better enabled peo-
ple to speak freely about various subjects and uncovered hidden insights.

The main points found out from these interviews is shown on the following chart.
There are a selection of interview transcripts at the end of this report.
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The answeres are ploted on the verticle axis and marked in height 
with green according to number of similar answeres between inter-
views. 
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 Method Two - Web and Video Ethnography.
Web Based ethnography was my other main source of research as this allowed me to get 
a good overview of various flood characteristics, animal behavior, peoples reactions, and 
also opened my eyes to the issue of animals getting stuck.

 -Some of the main points i found from video web ethnography where-

 -Cattle become very calm when tired, moving them becomes like moving dead   
             weight.

 -Cattle temperament can vary a lot, those raised in close proximity to people area          
             a lot calmer.

 -When in flowing flood waters, cattle seem to bounce as much as they can off the  
             bottom.

 -Cattle are very good swimmers in calm water, but once in flowing water can get  
             stuck very easily.

 -People generally do not seem to try and help cattle once they are in a flowing      
             water way.

 -Livestock will get stuck on anything in there way in flowing water, as it can pin      
             them against a surface and then the water seems to push them down.

Evidence of these points is shown on the following page.
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 Method Three - Surveys
I wrote a survey which was posted on-line and sent to farming organizations overseas 
(Australia and Pakistan) and also to federated farmers New Zealand, however at this time 
I have not got and results from it. The pakistan correspondence I had established at the 
beginning of the project was unfortunately dropped at their end and i was un able to 
contact them or receive any response. So in the future of this project any surveys will be 
conducted in person or other physical form, as I believe that people do not trust things 
coming to them via email or on-line. A transcript of this survey can be found at the end 
of this report.

 Method Four - Literature Reviews.
Literature reviews Gave me some good insights into the behavioral patterns of large live-
stock animals, particularly cattle. Leading cattle handling expert Temple Grandin has writ-
ten and edited many books regarding the issue of cattle welfare, behavior and handling. 
On cattle behavior and nature I found the following points of interest.

1 - Vision.
“blocking vision to facilitate calmness is one way to use natural behavior rather than 
force to control an animal” She uses this in squeeze chutes at meat plants and insemina-
tion boxes. makes the animal calm and you dont need to force it to stay still.

“Several studies show that blindfolding with a completely opaque cloth can have a calm-
ing effect on cattle because they do not fear what they do not see. for them and other 
grazing animals its out of sight, out of mind”
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2 - Light
“All species are sensitive to the illumination in a handling facility and have a strong ten-
dency to move from dimly lit areas to brighter areas as long as the light is not shinning 
directly into their eyes. the wrong lighting can ruin the performance of a well designed 
facility” “at night, lamps can be used to attract animals into buildings, trucks, or chutes.”

soft diffused lighting is generally better than bright direct lighting. except for dear. dear 
and elk prefer dim buildings with no skylights.

3 - Footing
“cleats on the floor of the squeeze chute should have 8 inches (20cm) of space between 
them if you are handling bison or cattle. Cleat space should be less for smaller animals.  
She goes on to say tat if a large animal starts to slip, even a little, it will start to panic.( 
Temple G. 2008)

The following chart shows the main behaviour points of cattle, as well as some of their 
vital statistics. 
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 Method Five - Development Panel.
From this point onwards and through the design stages of the project a development 
panel  of experts (6 people in total) will be consulted at intermittent stages of the design 
process for feedback on my concepts and ideas. These cantacts are all lined up ready to 
go from my interviews.

 Method Six - Card sort.
I conducted a card sort with Tim and Sophie Write, who are lifestyle farmers from Coates-
ville. I used this session to establish prioritys for lifestyle farmers.
I had two card sorts prepared. The first was concerning what products they found most 
important for keeping livestock.

They said that the most important was water, followed by feed, fencing and some form 
of shelter. Things like specialist harnasses for cattle and tractors where least in priority.

The second card sort was regarding their prioritys in the event that their property was the 
catastrophicly flood.
They put family as the most important, followed by house, tractor, livestock and then cars 
and other gear. 

I would like to conduct another card sort with my development panel regarding my con-
cepts in the next stage of the project.
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SYSTEM CONCEPTS WHAT MY PRODUCT COULD 
DO, HOW IT COULD WORK
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INITIAL IDEAS

After extensive exploration in all facets of large animal rescue and flooding, it has come 
to my attention that the device I design cant just be a flood relief tool, it has got to 
do more than just this as floods are a very rare occurrence, this fact would render this 
product largely forgotten and unused with it actually is needed. However in the farming 
industry animals often drown just from being stuck. Therefore I have concluded that my 
product should be something that can be used to free an animal from being stuck, as 
well as be useful during a flood.

One concept I have been exploring is the idea of a large animal air jack. Air jacks are 
used to jack up cars in soft areas where a conventional jack would sink. My Hypothesis 
is, If a (horse) is stuck in mud up to its belly or deeper, the suction from the mud makes 
it very difficult to pull out, requiring the use of a tractor, If the animal could be gently 
pushed up out of the mud from underneath (with say an air bag) then pulling it out would 
not be as hard if the bulk of the animal is out of the suction. This system also has merit 
in a flooding situation as added buoyancy for a tired or snagged animal. This concept 
would also be well received in New Zealand. 

Other concepts I have explored involve proven methods, using load dispersion and rope 
work to pull animals out of mud (which is a common method) however I have found that 
many informal farmers, especially in poorer areas do not have access to the necessary 
equipment needed to pull animals out. A device that could eliminate the need for a trac-
tor or other 4x4 would be a very sustainable alternative and would be well received in 
third world farms.
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CONCLUSION

Flooding is not a major concern for livestock owners/farmers in New Zealand, this has 
been made clear to me by my interviews with users and experts. They do however lose 
animals to drowning by other means including rivers, ponds or muddy ground. They are 
often tasked with having to pull the animals (weighing up to 600kg) out of the mud with-
out causing injury to the animal. Of the 7 people I had interviews with, as well as all the 
other non-interview discussions i had with farmers, every single one of them had some 
experience pulling large animals (horses, donkeys and cattle) out of soft mud or drains.
I also found that smaller animals such as sheep and goats are not so much a problem for 
these issues as they are lighter and fairly easy to rescue. They do however die easier in 
floods due to their smaller stature and for sheep heavy wool. 

Therefore users would benefit from a product that could easily rescue large livestock 
from being stuck, as well as smaller stock like sheep and goats from a flooding situation 
should the need arise. 

Currently all efficient and recognized rescue methods require a vehicle of some kind. A 
product that could eliminate the need for such vehicles in large animals rescue but still 
utilize them when available would be beneficial for both first and third world markets. 

My final product will be marketed primarily towards life style farmers in first world areas, 
and secondarily to third world in-formal farmers. 
Professional farmers and rescue personal are also potential users of the product as its 
main purpose will be rescuing large animals from drowning in wet areas. 
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WHERE TO FROM HERE..?
The next planned stages of this project will involve further drawings of ideas and hypoth-
esis, proof of concept testing for my ideas. Testing rigs will be made to simulate a flood 
environment (probably on a small scale).

My hypothesis at this time is: 
If a large animal can be lifted up from underneath, then pulling it out of stuck situations 
would require a lot less force or man power, reducing the need for a vehicle and speed-
ing up the process.

This will be tested in a proof of concept manner starting next week.

From this stage on I will also be in full design mode, less writing and more drawing.
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APENDICES



dave Bond Interview.

c: What experience do you have with floods and livestock.

d:Only very minor, with the flooding we get around here only very minor, horses and 
things, mainly its horses. Um And ocassionally sheep and cattle. Not in a big sense ay, not 
like the austrailian flood or anything like that. 

c: my two case studys are pakistan and queensland, 

For an animal is water, what would you say would be the main danger?

d: I think probably drowning, obviously water is not going to be a problem in terms of them 
drinking, and they can survive for a long time without food, By the time they need food in a 
critical sense the floods would have dissapered. So generalyy our problem around here 
has been drowning. Even the low lying rivers just down the kiapara flats, the number of 
sheep weve lost is yep.

c: they just get stuck in the mud or?

d: Well often just the flash speed with whoch it comes up, often they just get washed away 
you know. They sort of get stuck on a bit of an island, then suddenly the island dissapered 
and theyre goone.
Sheep especially seem to drown very easily, maybe becasue of all the heavy wool. 

c: they not a natural swiming ability?

d: No, they dont seem to get out of it. Cattle and horses often get out of it,  but sheep often 
die. With goats the bigest problem is hypothermia. Sheep can survive extreme cold with 
their natural lanilin, weas goats cannot. They havent got any fat on the outside of the body 
unlike sheep. they carry it all on the inside. 

c: what about cows and bigger animals? do they have good thermal propertys?

d: Oh much better yea, cows got the big thinck leather, If youve got a cow in a hole, or in a 
river, we often pull them out of rivers, just cause they got stuck and cant get out. They 
might have been in there for two days, ad theyre still ok. Yea weve often pulled cattle out 
of drains that are been there a long time ay.

c: How do you normally pull them out?

d:Um actually the fire brigade are amazing, they will often come out for us. If you call the 
fire brigade and an animals stuck they will come, No matter what time of the day or night, 
theyre realy good. But the best, the safest way is to pull them out aruond their neck. 
People dont realise that. As long as its a non slip knot that pulls from underneath, so the 
pressures on the back of the head. You can actually lift an animal up by its head, a cow or 
a horse.

c: would that be preferable to using a girth strap?



d: well people dont like seeing it so much so they use a girth strap, But the problem is they 
tend t slip right out of that, and often you cant get it around cause they are stuck in a mud 
hole or something. If you can get it around thats good, but if you cant we just drag em out 
by the neck. But we usually get em out all right, once you got em on flat ground and stand 
em up. Thats always a challenge. 

c: some of the ideas are around floating the animals, so ive been thinking where can i put 
something. Around ts neck, or belly etc.

d: yea i would think around its neack, cause if you can keep its head up, it will probably 
survive you know yea. It would be very hard to keep on, things tend to slip of.

C: im still wondering weather it is a viable product, weather people just have insurance and 
stick with that or..

d: Well most people dont have insurance

c: really?

d: no certainly not for cattle and sheep. The risks are so low compared to the costs you 
know. A lot of people have horse insurance obviosly so. Certainly not sheep or cattle, its 
just if you loose them its bad luck

C: in terms of your experience in third world farming. What would you say are the biggest 
differences between first and third world farming?

d:Wel probably the biggest difference would be nutrition, And because of that they tend to 
be thinner, and grow at a slower lower rate. they are smaller when theyre adults. They are 
a bit stunted, a bit skinny, they are comprimised in terms of thier nutrition. Usually they are 
full of worms. And i guess the other thing is medical treatment. When i was there you 
would see donkys with huge sores all over them, or cronicly lame, extremly skinny. And 
comming from New Zealand its hard to see it. 

c: What would be an average weigth of say a cow over there compared to over here?

d: well say an adult cow here might be 400 -450kg live weight. Over there (ethiopia) id say 
maybe 300kg for a cow with similar genetic potential for growth you know. We go by 
nutrition scores, Over here we expect a cow to be between 4-4.5 out of 5. if its anything 
less than 3.5 its to thin. But i would say the ethiopian ones would be more 2.5-3 maybe, 
condition score.

c: and is their life expectancy shorter?

d: Much much shorter. much shorter. They tend to do hard work as well, they tendto be 
animals used for plowing, donkeys carrying extremly heavy loads. and they dont last 
nearly as long as they would here.

c: so over here a farmer would buy cattle to raise or finish and sell on. Over there would a 
family keep their animals longer?



d: yes, a lot of familys have one or two dairy cows, and they will milk that cow, as well as 
feed the calf out of it, getting as much milk as they can. Thats all they can afford of course, 
cows there are worth 3 -4 times as much as they are here. A fresian cow there, we had to 
buy a whole lot, back in 1990 they were costing us $4000 each. Here at that time they 
were worth maybe $500-$600 and thats for one decend dairy cow. So if a family could 
afford that they would hang onto it. They other side of this is peole more in urban areas. In 
rural areas there wealth is determined by the number of animals they own, so they tend to 
build up flock or heards. The more they have the wealthyer they are and the hogher ther 
status.

c: and how many would they have?

d: Look it depend on how wealthy they are. they might have  between 6 and a few 
hundred. Maybe the average person would have half a dozen roaming araound
But they very rarely eat them, becasue they are worth so much. But they will get milk out 
of them. And they will often kill and oxen after its finished its plowing life, or when it gets 
sick, then they will eat them (laughs) we sold a cow that had died of bloat, one of these 
$4000 ones, we sold it for $1000 after she died of bloats (laughs again)

c: what kind of equiptment do they have in poor areas for farming?

d:Were we where all the ground was plowed by oxen, so the traditional furro plow that just 
has two oxen pulling it throught the ground with a big spike on it. But everything was done 
like that. There was a coulple of big farms around that had tractor plows, but all the locals 
still used plows and hoes.

c: any fences?

d: very few fences, you could just go for hundred of miles and not find a fence. Maybe 
around their houses, but thats mainly to keep the animals in at night. they have these big 
thron fence they erected themselves. And thats just to keep predators out.
That was a probelm actually, we planted a lot trees, which we fenced off. Very difficult to 
maintain the fences, because cattle were so short of feed they were constantly trying to 
get in and eat the trees.

c:Say your propert is under water, and you have to save your cattle. What is the first thing 
you do?

d: Well say my property was flat and i couldnt get them out there, i would have to 
somehow get to the neighbours or something and move them to the highest ground. Say 
sheep or something you could tie them to a tractor or tie them to a trailor, but with cattle it 
would just be so difficult ay you couldnt, they are just so heavy. Its hard enough getting 
cattle out from dry ground swap and drains, it takes a lot of effort to drag them out. We can 
be there for three or four hours getting one cow out you know.

c: how many people does that normally take?

d: if the fire brigade comes, normally six or eight of us. so theres a lot of man power for on 
cow yea. So i dont know what you would do. If you didnt have a chance to get them to 
higher ground or at least onto the highest point and away from fast flowing rivers and 
things. Cause the problem is they can swim, but if they get into a river or something thats 



going over fences and everything, often they will get stuck, and if they get stuck thats it 
there gone. 

c: so you need to keep them in place?

d: keep them in one place, out of the high flow areas hopefully they can still maybe touch 
the ground. As i say not eating is not a problem. They have a lot of room, they can hold 
three or four days worth of feed in there, and drinkin is not a problem obviously. So i guess 
its really the cold, and if they did lose their feet there probably limited amount of time 
unless they can swim somewhere safely. But generally its not safe you know, so much 
rubbish and debris coming down thats a problem. 
I know that sheep die very easily. Either they cant swim or their wool pulls them under, im 
not sure which is which. 



David hassan Interview - 

Hardest part was the cold, guys where out there from 7am-12noon freeing 12 cows. They 
were mostly from a heard of 130 that was swept away because the shepard in charge did 
not move them to high ground. only 5 where left in the paddock.

Calfs did not fare well.

It was rainy and cold. this happened in janurary however so it was summer!!

They where on kayaks and freeing them with saws and securters.

the issue was A; locating them, was had to see through the scrub - there were daed cows 
and calves impaled in trees and stuck in branches. B; freeing them from the trees. used 
saws and secuters, had to sort of maze their way out of the tree.
C: De-stressing. The animals where very stressed.

The cattle were very tired and shaking, couldnt stand. they would lead them (once free 
from snares) through deep water onto a bridge that was only one meter under water, 
(highest ground in the area) but a lot where still weak. 

they didnt use ropes as it was pointless when they had no towing power(on kayaks and 
surfboards) tryed it though

Once free they where quite easy to drag by kayak.

Ideas:

Cows would get caught in the trees, water would rise and they would drow - their flotation 
is not around their head. So something you could very quickly snap onto their neck, that 
was cheap, that would provide good boyancy to keep their head out of water would be 
usefull to buy some time.

Feeding the animals - to help de-stressing them

Cheap portable gps - $5 per cow could be a good idea. he said locating them can be hard 
as some do not moo.
mooing is what alerted him to the problem

Extra boyancy could be of use to help free them and prevent getting stuck in first place, 
but cattle are excellent swimmers.

His first idea - a locating and heart monitoring simple cheap gps guide. linked to iphone 
app.



Johny Hildreth interview.

c:What is your experience with farming?

j: Dear farming, but now gone back to fatening lambs, stears and heffers and lambs and  
things, so its just really a finishing farm i supose you would call us, Now were getting into 
dairy grazing, theres a big dairy farm next door than wants me to finish their um their 
young stock. Monney is is dairying at the moment so.

c: Do you have any flood experience or, or does it ever flood around here?

j: Yea weve got 150 acres of flats just out there, that you drove across, they were under 
water yesterday and the day before, so that is a flood plain as so we got quite a significant 
area of the farm, a third of our farm goes under water two or three times a year but its 
usually pretty quick, its over in two or three days and we manage that, all the paddocks 
have been humped and hollowed. But having said that when it it floods we do have to 
move everything off, cause if its a good flodd the whole lot goes under water, so you 
always fairyl aware of how heavy the rain is and how long its been raining for and then you  
make the disision to move everything of and thats what we usually do. If theres any doubt, 
in the evening we just move it all off the flats up into the hills.

c: Have you ever lost animals down there?

j: Not through flooding no, We have had times when the cattle are up to their bellys in 
water, but no, we havent lost any. Because it comes up slowly, its not a flash flood, you 
can see it coming, you have hourse to prepare. Sometimes its just the call wether its going 
to flood that night or not so we usually urge on the side of cautino and move it all off pretty 
quickly.

c: And you dont use a rain gauge?

j: Oh weve got a rain gauge here when it works when you remember to tip it out, but you 
sort of just know, if its been raining all day, if its a nice light rain depends weather wevfe 
had rain before and the tie of year. Althogh having said that weve had a flood down there 
this christams, so you just dont know.

c: Ok, and what sort of experience do you have rescuing stuck animals?

j:Well weve done a bit of that in our day, and because were sort of one of the last of the 
farmers around here i calle out to help neighbours, lifestyle block and stuff. So yea ive 
pulled a few cows out of bogs and holes and stuck places, so yea weve done a bit. Ive 
been a farmer all my life, so. 25 years now, i grew up on the farm so.

c: Yea, Cause thats one of the things i decided to look more into, because flooding it not 
really a huge issue for farmers in new zealand, it is more in aussy, paistan its quite bad. So 
i would like ideally t have a product that could be used to help un-stick an animal, and 
maybe reduce the need for a tractor. Do you use a tractor usually or?

j: Usually, it depends how badit is and the size of the animal to of course, if its a yearling or 
a calf or something and its not to bad you can hook on with a bike or a hilux or something, 
but the bigger you can get the better casue then it happens the fastest and you dont have 
you know.(getting stuck machines)



c: Yea cause i wanted to make something for flooding, but also for unsticking stuck 
animals. 
So what would be the normal process, say youve got a cow, stuck in the mud. What would 
be the first thing youd do?

j: Yea, so were talkin about a swamp or a bog, usually their feet have gone through the 
simi hard or the crust on top, and they will be lyin on their bellys so they cant get purchase. 
their on their bellys just rolling around. The best way is to help them get them to walk out. 
So if you can get something close to them, or if theres hard ground get them somewhere 
theres a bit of purchase, cause they will crawl out if they can. Having said that if its real 
mud and real glucky mud, you just gotta try and hook on with something and pull em out, 
the best way you can. At the end of the day, something around their neck and pulling is the 
best. What wel do, if they have any sort of horn or something you can get the rope right up 
high on their head, but failing that its just round the neck with a knot thats not going to slip, 
and just as gently but as quickly as you can.

c: so smooth and quick?

j:yea cause if their on ther bellys and their on the ground, their sliding so you know, 
depend how badly the stuff is, but usually thats the best. And unless your really really 
tough, i mean their pretty though stock ay, and as long as you dont rip their head of, like 
really give them a jerk and take the wieght. They will be fine. You just take the weight and 
see hpw their stuck, legs tuckd beneath them or something like that you gota be carefull.

c: How heavy would the average fully grown cow.

j: 400-500 kg, if its a big dairy cow or a stear coudl easily be 550kg.

c:and a calf woudl be?

j: aaaa 150kg. you know a claf would you can get in there, a coulple of you could pick it up  
or drag it out. So ar.

c: Wth stress, is stress for the animals an issue in those sorts of situations? Is it a goal to 
try and de-stress them or do you not wory about it?

j: With stress they usualyy know theyve been in there a while, you might see them if it 
happens just before you do your rounds or whatever, but usually theyve been in the 
predicament for a few hours. So. Best way is usually just to whip em out. I mean if you had 
a vet handy and you though oo. you know horses are different, Cause ive pulled a few 
horse out, and horses are important. Because i dont know weather theyre a hogher animal 
or what but horses tend to be much more stressy animals. In the ideal world youd probably 
get a vet out and give it something to calm it down. But you know that cost money, to get 
ddave out is gunna cost you a hundred, hundred and fifty bucks. And you dont even knod 
if your gunna get the aimal out alive anyway so. But. It depends on the animal too like a 
big old dairy cow thats been hand reard, shel just lay there cause theyre hand rearsd. But 
if you get a real firery angus or a cow thats a run cow. Angus or hearaford breading cow, 
theyre not stock thats been hand reared, theyve just been brought  up on their mothers, 
and then they go. So they will generally have much ore fight in them they will try and 
almost have a go at you. And sometimes you can use that to motivate them to help 
themseles. Casue what will happen, they will get in the bog, an if theyve been there for a 



while they will just give up, so if you can rarck them up a bit and give them a bit of a, it can 
help to get them going.

c: Would they normally die of Drowning?

j: Usually they would drown. I mean for an animal to die of lack of food or water, thats days 
and days days. So generally it will just get so weak that the stress will kill it or it will go 
down and drown.

c: Have you ever heard of blindfolding animals to calm them down?

j: Um, im not to sure. Rings a bell do the do that with horses? im not to sure. Do they put a 
bag over its head? not to sure.

c: Just from books and stuff ive heard you can blindfold them to calm them down. 

j: Well yea thats important cause stress is what will kill an animal but also if its stuck in a 
situation where you cant get it out. what are you guna do you know.

c:Cause i was thinking some kind of blindfold idea..

j: Well yea thats a resonable idea, a resonable idea yep.

c: So you would normally get a rope around around its neck and tow it strait out. Do you 
think it would be easyer, cause how many guys does that normally take?

j: just a couple of ya, a guy with a rope and a guy on the tractor

c: Cause i was thinking for porer countrys where they dont have tractors and stuff, it would 
be good to try and eliminate the need for that.

j: yep.

c:If there was some way to raise the cow up, out of the mud

j: aw sure, yea if you could get something underneath it, to get it out of the mud, and 
support it yea them you could tow it out or just mechanical advantage. I mean you dont 
need a tractor if you got enought people with ropes and pullys you know you can do a 
pully thing and get you mechanical advatage you wont need a tractor. But yea thats what 
will damage the cow is whenyour towing it cause you gota actually get her legs or 
whatever out of the mud, and the sucktion thats usually associated with that get them ay.
But if you could get something to go underneath and blow up or something yea sure.

c: Yea well thats pretty much exactly what i was thinking, another idea i had  is like an 
inflatable thick rubber bag, maybe its on a pole or something, and you jam it in under her 
in the mud and press a button and the bag just slowly inflates and pushes the cow out. Do 
you think that would be usefull?

j: Yea. Yea yea for sure yea, and in a muddy siuation, yea your guna be able to dig 
underneath. Yea for sure, cause thats all your really trying to do. 



c: cause yea once the cow is up there, its going to be easy to just lead them out or drag 
them without the sucktion.

j: Yea that looks like its really good, its got some merit that one.

c: The other idea, my old man was saying cause hes pulled a few out. Was sort of an A 
frame and a strap to leaver the cow out and a tow to a trator.

j: yea that would lend it self in circumstanses. the only trouble your guna have is these 
feet, will need big feet on them, becasue otherwise theyre just guna punch through the 
mud as well. It depends on the size of the animal. Its all about ground pressure in it.
yea and then that will sort of hop it out. And that way you wont need as much force, you 
could sort of pull this with people then.

c: Yea casue it changes the load direction from straiit out to up and out.

j: Yea, the legs would need to be adjustable for undulating ground and you could alter how 
much you pull it by the amount of tilt you did to ay. And the strap would be adjustable i 
spose too ay.. So yea yea thats thats got some merit.

c: Yea. i was thinking possibly a combination of both. Casue theyve got similiar versions 
for horses which is basicly a massive box frame witha series of winches and a massive 
harness attatched, but the proble whith that is its diffiucult to get on and its really 
expencive,

j: Yea thats often the thing, Diggin through underneath and often its getting it to stay 
possitioned on the animal to. But i spose if it goes around the brisket and around the it 
wouldnt slip of.

c: Is is possible to put pressure this way on the neck( throat side)?

j: when i tie it, what ill do, you know a bowline, or a non slip not, with a big loop, and ill ly it 
(the knot) across the side of its head or underneath it so your not pulling it from under. Yea 
we sort of get its neck dead strait and pull. But yea na i reackon both of those have got 
some merit, if you can support them out up out of the bog, and then a sled araingment 
cause then its supported. In those situations getting the thing to lay there, and securing it 
to it. Cause its really frustration when you go to do something and you get it all ready set 
and ten the anial will kick around and move and it all falls off. Thats why with a rope its 
just, round the neck, gone. 

c: Yea so if youve got a tractor that would probably be the best option still?

j: yea but if you talking about poorer countrys, i mean the animals over there are so flippin 
vaaluble. I mean in our situation, while they are valuble its all about (you know). But they 
are more intensive, they are prepared to spend two days getting it out if they can save it. 
And the thought of hooking on and pulling it by the neck they may not be to keen on that.
And you afte a foolproof method ay And 100% survivorbility.

c: Yea and something that eleminates the man power or machine power needed.

j: Cause i can actually show you something in the shed thats siminlar to that for.



Ive got a big bag we go out to the sand dunes out her quite a bit. And it was a thing for 
getting vehicle unstuck in the sand. Its a big ballon, you just slide it under, hook it on your 
exhaust pipe and it actually jacks the ccar up. And i think they use them in the fire brigade, 
those sorts of guys use them i think. Jacking vehicles of. 
Thats in more if a vehicle situation, you would want yours designed so it had. It could even 
have straps undeneath it with big ballons on each end to lift it right up so yea thats go 
merit. And if it was on a pole like you said, you could just push through. Yea. yea. yea. 
Casue thats all you tryna do ay, is support the animal. 

c:And the other merit with the inflatable idae is that it could be used in flooding situation.

j: yea yea exactly exactly.
Yea cause animals get stranded on river banks and stuff, i mean animals can swim but fif 
its weak, and then stick it in that and tow it. But usually in that sort of situation you would 
need some sedation otherwise its just going to kick it off and wreck it.

The shape and the design would be key to that all, how to get em to stay in it. But you 
could do that with straps, or all sorts of things.

(We then went and found johnnys air jack, and tested it with my car. taped)



Lachlain Mekenzie interview

c: So what sort of experience have you got with livestock and farming?

l: ar well ive had, arr, 40 years of experience, i was brougth up on a sheep and beef farm 
and then for the, 8 years a massy and then working at the ministry of agricultuer and 
fisherys, and lifestyle farming ever since

c: What sort of stuff do you farm at the moment?

l: ar now, we farm 650 dairy cows, milk cows plus im in partnership with another block 
which has about 900 head of cattle on in as well, and up untill about 4 years ago i had 
sheep and beef aswell

c:right, and do yo have any experience with flood on your farms?

l: Flooding? (yea flooding) no not on my farms that i own here, but um my when i was a 
youg fully my older brother had a farm, he had about 70 hectares of land there that would 
flood periodically there. So ive had experience of moving livestock through flood water and 
out of flood waters etc.

c: cool, cause my project, the main issue im looking at is saving livestock from floods so 
redcuing losses and stuff, at this stage im right at the ver beguining of the project so im not 
100% on everything, so im talking to experts and stuff.

Would you say in your opinion that there i oportunity for a product to be developed 
specificly just for saving livestock from flood waters?

l: no. um, most farmers that are (ive got friend in the wairarapa that have got country that 
floods) um and they are on a water sceme so the regioal cousel will phone them wehn the 
rains are falling in the hills. Most farmers that farm on floodplains have a pretty good 
warning system of rain gauges or their own rain gauges or just watch the weather.
You know you have very few livestock ge cought in floods, the last time any significant 
livestock got cought in flooding was in the manawatu floods which is what back in, last 
century. that was most unusual, i had a college then in palmy north, some of those guys 
there gathered up to 4000 cows from the flood waters, drove them up onto the road with 
bikes or horses, swam them out to the road, then up on the road. Cows can swim very 
very well, if cows are not in a current then theres no obsticals in the road, so what these 
guys did was go through and cut fences, and that allowed cows to walk or swim throught 
the cut fences. Sheep are very very good swimmers but if they are ful i wool then the wool, 
well its like swimming in a river with a woolen jersey on. But the unexpected nature, well 
most people will move livestock out of the road of a flood.

What sort of product were you thinking of?

c: Well at this stage im keeping quite open and not thinking of specific products, but i was 
looking into boyancy for cows, but my opinion is thats probably not really needed, would 
you agree?

l: Yea na cows. well in the manawatu floods there a woman was bringing the cows home 
from the cow shed and fell into a river, she held onto the cow and the cow held her up, 
cows have got big stomach their full of gas and they litterally float on the water, theyre very 



very boyant, cows do not sink in water, theyve a big gas chamber there and thats what 
holds them up. The only reason a cow will drown is if it gets caught on something and gets 
dragged under, so if it gets caught on an obstacle, and it doesnt matter what the boyancy 
is then um you know theyre  gonna drown anyway, the same way humans drown if they 
get pulled under water. People that have livestock in New Zealand they do everything to 
keep livestock out of water.

c: As a scenario, say youve got livestock in water, obviously you want to move them to 
high ground, how do you normally do that?

l: Oh depends, arrrrrrrrr, If the water is low or it is safe you might walk in there yourself, you 
might get a dog, if its sheep you might have a sheep dog, they can swim. You might swim 
yourself if its only a short channel youve got to get your stock across. But if theres a 
current its a compleatly different story, if theres a current most people wind up getting a jet 
boat, and if its sheep they will just load the sheep onto the jetboat and ferry them away. If 
theres a current there, say they are on an island somewhere um if theres a current there 
going to get swept to a bank anyway and then just haul them out on the bank. If its cows 
people, if its flat land or motorbike to go across the land. A tractor can go through probably 
a meter and a half of water so you drive across the land and ferry the stock out. Often the 
cattle will, if you got a tractor there tow a bit of silage or something on it, they will follow the 
tractor out through the water. And ive use jetboats, both, or dinghys or watever to ferry the 
animals in. generally theyl swim through, its just a matter of putting them in the right 
direction, leading them in the right direction to high land. We dont have big flood plains in 
new zealand, most of the flood plains are river flood plains, and generally you know its not 
tha far a distance from one bank to the other. Not like australia where you can have two 
kilometers of waterways you know.

c: yea exactly, thats one of the case studies im using to justify the product is queensland 
and pakistan last year which had huge floods.

l: yea an it wont happen again for another twenty od years. I heard of very very animal 
deaths in queensland.

c: yea there wasnt as many as pakistan, i noticed that. but there was a few. but i mean 
thats fixable in a first world country, its not a big loss. Pakistan on the other hand lost 1.2 
million livestock animals. 

l:half a million people as well wasnt it?

c: it was under 12,000 people, but the livestock was huge and thats their livelihood, so a 
lot of jobs lots and income lost and housing lost.

l: but its a bloody flood plain, they live in a flood plain, its called a flood plain for a reason 
because it floods. The thing in New Zealand your see, we have clearly identified our flood 
plains, and most of our flood plains probably flood at least once a year, and so people no 
theres a flood plain there and they farm accordingly.

c: would you mind if i emailed you some of my concepts in the next couple of months for 
you to take a look at at give some feedback on?

l: yep. well the thing is with cattle, cattle bests in water you wanna rescue them, you just 
put a rop around its neck and you can pull it out. Or a horse, and the same with sheep.



You dont need any boyancy aids, how the hell would you put a boyancy aid on a cattle 
best anyway? the only thing you would need, presuming you cant get there yourself, well 
you would need a boat, a jet boat with a rope on it to pull em to safety thats all youd need. 
In queensland thats what they did, they loaded them on the truck to sofety or walked them 
to safety.

c: and with a boat do you normally tow a cow?

l: yea yea yea. yep. yea you can hag on to the bloody ears and pull it, cause its not gunna 
take much to pull it, its in the water. You know, if your at a swimming pool and someone 
grabs your arm and pulls you through the water, it doesnt take much energy to pull you 
does it. you know you got a 400kg cow..

c: and how many guys would you have to have working at that, to save, say you had 200 
cows in the water.?

l: well manawatu floods was the only incident in my lifetime, and the only reson some cows 
got causght was because bridges got washed out, cows walked along the laneway and fell 
into the water where the bridge was, that was an extrodinary event thatn nobodoy saw 
coming,the met service didnt predict. You know i think the biggst hing for livestock is the 
met service and a warning system that speaks up a little bit, you dont get livestock in 
wwater. Wel go for ten years and you want have livestock in floods, youl have floods in 
places but the livestock will be moved off, you know. But aa, shit to move say 200 cows if 
they were maroooned on an island, and swimming them through water, depending on how 
far it is, but once you started moving them. 2 people is sufficient. once you start them 
moving, and leader goes through, you might have to pull the first leader into the water and 
pull em across 

c: And then the line broke up.. Just as he was saying something good sounding.



Dad Interview.

c:tell me what experience you have with raising livestock.

r: Just raising lambs and ews and weiner calfs just on a lifestyle block, and a number of 
friends have got farms that ive spent a bit of time on. I wouldnt call my self an experienced 
farmer.

c: whats a weiner calf?

r: a weiner is like a young bobby calf, thats been weined off the mum, so you can put them 
out on the land, and then can go out and grze, get fat and get eaten.

c: how much would one of them weigh?

r: I supose a well grown stear, just guessing, 400-500kg, maybe 500.

c: Do you have experience having to rescue a stricken or stuck animal, in particular one 
thats in a creek of in a flood?

r: yep, yep we havent had any of our own animals stuck like that, but ive had to help 
neighbours a couple of times. One time i remember in particular it was like a really really 
big undertaking, all day from quite early in the morning untill it was dark in the evening 
untill we got this thing sorted out, it was our neighbours, they discovered their fairly new 
acquired cow had got itself stuck in the farm dam, in the water. And she was a big animal, 
she was a white face, fresian heraford cross, which is a big animal and she was big even 
for the breeding, but she was pretty much buggered when they found her. She maybe had 
a bit of hypothermia, it was quite cold weather, and shed been in the water for we know 
not how long, and. so you wanna know how we got her out?

c: yea, yep, what method did you use and stuff?

r: um well we tryed all sorts of things like just getteing in behind her and trying to elp her, 
push her and pull her, lure her with food and all sorts of stuff like that, but she seemed to 
be really past helping herself really, very tired, and it was quite a steep bank up out of the 
water, and um, so yea it didnt seem to be going terribly well, so then we called in another 
local guy, who is a fairly well known character around the areas who was known to rescue 
livestock and take away dead livestock to the pet food factory and all therest of it. And he 
had the answere, he brought his tow truck around, and parked it right at the top the slop, it 
was a very steep slope running from the dam up to where he parked hs tow truck and then 
he ran the winch wire out and put a strop around her neck, and gently, but fairly  quickly so 
she didnt strangle and suffocate, basicly pulled her out just bodily put this strop around her 
neck and dragged her out. which was ar, not very pleasent and but it was done quite 
quickly so that she didnt strangle, but i think we turned her into a girrafe. And so we got 
her out on the endge of the pond, and let her recover for a while, and we packed hay bales 
all around her to try and get her body temperature up, incase she ha dhypothermia, so we 
left her for a little while while we had a bit of lunch ourselves, and we put hay infront of her 
where she could eat. which she did. But we couldnt get her to her feet, and we thought 
well if we cant get her to her feet shes going to die anyway. biut she just refused, we tryed 
pushing and pulling and all the rest of it, but she wouldnt get up.



In the end what we did whch worked realy well, is, imagine she was lying up on the grass, 
a relitivly flat areas of grass beside the pond, with her head facing towards the up hill 
slope, and we got a couple of quite long poles, about 4 meters long, and quite strong, 
round posts (wood) and we lay them so that if you can imagine her head is here, and the 
poles we lashed together at one end and lay that on her shoulder, and then the tow poles 
went out on each side and in front of her. And then to that we made up a make shift sling, 
out of something strong and managed to oush that through the mud under her and 
burrowed under her, and got it under her and got it spread out as much as we could so 
she was supported over a bog areas of her stomach.  we brought that back arround to the 
top of her again and atatched that to the apex of these two poles, then we took a very long 
rope right to the top of the hill and we had rons tractor parked up there on the hill. The 
angle of pull was quite good, not just horizontaly, but up hill. Initially it didnt work to well 
because the end of the poles wanted to just drag through the mud. So then we got another 
shorter pole, and we put that just a little bit in front of her and we cut a bit of a notch in it 
with a chainsaw an then ran the rop through that notch on the other pole, then stood that 
up so it acted like a purchas. So the two poles are behind her neck., and the rope went 
over her head, and then over this other pole, so it just gave a better angle of pull and then 
we pulled it with the tractor, and it worked really well, we got her on her feet. Just poped 
her strait up to her feet, she didnt have much choice. Then we tryed to encourage her to 
try and walk, we kept the sling under her untill we were sure she was ok. But she still 
wouldnt help herself so then just to tr and support her weight as evenly as we could we 
packed hay bales underneath her and between her legs and not around her uder but front 
legs and basicly surrounded her with hay bales to warm her up and we just left her in the 
end. We couldnt do anything else untill she was ready to hel herself. The neigbours 
checked on her regularly through the night, and by the morning she was as fit as a fiddle.
So we took all the hay away and she was ready to go walk about.

c: And that was basicly a whole days work?

r: yea well there was a lot of pushing and pulling  and some other ideas as well that didnt 
really work so good. But that one worked really well, once we had sort of worked out the 
angle of pull. it was quite simple.

c: so what didnt work, tell me about those ones.

r: um well really just thrying to temp her into helping her self. I dont know weather its a 
normal things with cows or animals generally but she really had given up, and was not 
going to be encouraged to help herself. So anything that involved her own effort didnt 
work. It was really a case of she had to be pulled to her feet. She had to be pulled out of 
the pond, un serimoniously. But to my knowledge she lived a long and happy life after that.

c: If you coudl have had one thing on that day, was there anything that you thought, “i wish 
we had”?

r: um, Probably a purpose designed sling, that we knew was going to be strong enough, 
we were a little bit nervous about how strong that was going to be, getting her half way up 
and having her crash down and injuring herself. I cant remember what we used but i can 
remember we were scratching around trying to find something that we where able to push 
through the mud underneath her and be able to get it spread out to support her weight and 
having the knowledge that it was strong enough for the job and probably some proper 
attatchment points to it. So something like that, i dont know if they do make somehthgin 



like that but a proper animal lifting sling that you could hook a chain onto would be really 
good.

c: Yea vets and stuff have them, but the problem with them is getting them on, especially if 
your in a hurry, if the waters rising they can be a problem.

c: was this cow in the water or more mud when you found her?

r: so she was in the water when she was discoverd.

c: and was keeping her head out of the water was that a concern at all?

r: No she was doing that ok, there wasnt any problem there at that stage. If she was left 
much longer it might have been different.

c: Do you think more boyancy for the cow whoudl have been a help? when you where 
tryna drag her out? if the cow was higher up in the water do you think it would hev been 
easyer?

r: I guess it would have helped, but shes a pretty heavy animal, i dont know how you could 
get enought boyancy within a given area that would lift that sort of weight. and part of the 
problem was it was quite a steep bank up out of the water. I mean there was an easyer 
side across the dam, which is possibly where she went in, but it was to difficult to try and 
get her turned around. The idea of hoping she might swim to the good place to pull her out 
then these other ideas wouldnt have worked any way cause the angle of pull would have 
been all wrong. 

c:If noone was there to help this cow, do you thin it would have died of drowning.

r: It would have died of something. Either hypothermia or i guess that would have lead to 
drowning. Unless shed managed to get her head rested on the side. She was sort of partly  
out of the water. But still 2-3rds of her at least was still in the water. And water not mud.

c:And was there a lot of mud as well?

r: Oh yea, plently of mud, it was a messy day. A poos! Poos nd pees.

c:Was the cow quite stressed?

r: Oh yea. Yea.

c: Did you try blindfolding it at all?

r: No we didnt try that, dont know weather that woudl have helped or not.

c: Yea most people dont try it, ato it says to in most books.

c: If you could have designed something that could have helped on that day. I spose a 
harnass or sling?

r: yea thats all i can really think of.



c: Do you thing an inflatable air bag or air ram sort of set up woudl have been helpfull, to 
help maybe standing it up or getting it out of the water, or supporting it so it didnt drown?

r: Something like that actually, yea, something like that could have been quite good to put 
under her and make her stand up when she was out o the grass out of the dam and 
wouldnt stand up. We needed some means of supporting her over as bigger area as 
possible to support her as evenly as possible. So yea something like that that maybe could 
have been pushed under her and inflated would probalby be quite a comforatable option 
for her, rather than a load of prickily hay baes scratching around her tum.

c: What about, say youve got an animal in the water and your trying to untangle it from the 
fence or something and its struggling. Do you like an inflatable thing around its neck would 
help to keep its head out of the water so it just has no change of drowning.

r: Yea i guess it would be like a safe gaurd.. so that , but the wite might punchture it. I 
guess i depens if its barbed wire or just broken ends of wire poking out. 

c:What would you do in that situation, so youve got a cow stuck in a fence or tree or 
something, and the waters rising. And just imagine this cow is as important and your 
family. What would you do?

r: If she was really distrased and struggling, i mean, shes obviously got a lot more power 
and strength then we have, and weight. Yea it would be pretty difficult if she was stuggling 
with it. Like its on thing to be stressed and and to exhousted to stuggle and be a dager to 
us. But if she was still fiesty, then it becomes a bit of a danger to the peaople trying to help 
her. I ould probably be inclinded to call the vet at that stage, and hope that he had an 
answere. Maybe partially sedate her or something. Calm her down. Its a  bit of a fine line 
between sedating her so much that she cant help herself and just taking a bit of the fight 
out of her. Up but i think i would throw that question at the vet.
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10.1 GENERAL SCENARIO AND HYPOTHESES
SCENARIO
One of the biggest factors for design around rescue operations and large animal han-
dling is that the scenarios of use for any product are so varied and not easily defined. A 
product used for rescue operations has to be versatile and tough, allowing it to be used 
for tasks that it is not necessarily designed for. As a designer of these products it is impor-
tant not to underestimate the users creativity and ingenuity. And example of a product 
that falls into this category would be the carabineer, Which is intended in its design to be 
used as a securing device for attaching ropes to things, However users of the carabineer 
have over time developed many other uses for this simple device, including rope ascend-
ing/descending, abseiling, and belaying. 
So in the development of the final product for this project I would like to take these 
things into consideration, that the scenario for its use can not be completely defined by 
me alone. This will in turn give the user a better, and longer standing product.

In saying this however there is a clear purpose for this product I am developing, and this 
is the issue of rescuing large livestock animals that have become stuck in soft muddy 
ground and dying.

HYPOTHESES
I have two main hypotheses regarding solutions for this scenario. The first is that if you 
have a large animal stuck in mud it is the suction as much as the sheer weight of the 
animal that makes it difficult to recover, Therefore if you could get an object underneath 
the animal, and expand it, you could raise the animal out of the mud or ditch, thus raising 
its large center of gravity. From this stage pulling the animal out using ropes would be far 
easier than if it was deep in the mud.

The evolving uses of the carabiner
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The second hypothesis is that when pulling a large animal out of mud more often than 
not people tend to pull horizontally, this means that in addition to pulling against the 
weight if the animal and the suction of the mud you are also pulling against the mass of 
mud or earth between the animal and the point from which you are pulling. Therefore if 
you could change your angle of pull, by adding a vertical pole over which the rope runs, 
the you do not have to pull against this mass of mud and earth, and are only pulling the 
weight of the animal and the suction. 

This however is still a huge weight to be maneuvering and would absolutely require the 
use of a tractor or 4x4 vehicle. So my final hypothesis for large animal rescue is the prov-
en method of mechanical advantage using a hoist system. This involves rope work and a 
simply system of compound pulleys, which simply trade force for distance by spreading 
the pulling forces required around a number of pulleys, changing the direction that the 
rope is running each time.
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10.2 CONCEPTS

 10.2.1 CONCEPT ONE SCHEMATIC, 
 LARGE ANIMAL AIR JACK.

Since the 60’s, we have been using air bags to jack up vehicles as heavy as 2.5 tons, and 
move building debris away from disaster victims. 
This first concept works on my first hypothesis, that if you can push the animal out of the 
mud from underneath then it will be far easier to pull it out. 

The large Animal Air Jack is essentially a two-piece girth strap harness on the end of a 
pole, with an inflatable bag attached to its underside. This harness is in two pieces to 
allow the operator to position the lower piece underneath the stricken animal using the 
pole it is connected to. This lower section contains the air bag and is housed in a firm 
rubber shell. It is shaped like a crescent which can easily be pushed through soft ground. 
This Section is attached to the pole via a bayonet style locking ring, once in place and 
with the top section of the harness attached via loops and d-rings, and tightened to fit 
the animal. The operator can then tie his/her rope into this harness, remove the place-
ment pole, and start to inflate the air bag, which is now in the mud underneath the ani-
mal. 

The air bag, housed in the firm rubber shell is initially inflated using a disposable 29gram 
co2 cartridge, with is operated by a push button at the other end of the pole, this rapidly 
inflates the bag to about half its capacity, which positions it and breaks apart the four 
piece rubber housing, allowing more gas to be pumped in using either a two way hand 
pump or a hose connected to vehicle exhausts. 

This concept should displace the ground pressure of the animal, allowing it to rise up out 
of the mud or hole, and be safely and quickly rescued. 
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SPECIFICATIONS OF CONCEPT ONE

This concept idea will have a number of main points I would follow in its development.
-Fast, easy to use.
-Safe, keeps distance between operator and potentially stressed and aggressive animal.
-Easy placement of harness.
-Controlled lifting.
-reduces need for tractor and/or other vehicles
-reduces man power needed
-Reduces stress on animal by applying even kinetic pressure on sides. 
-Reduces strain on animals neck, easier to watch.

USE OF CONCEPT ONE
This concept would be used for animals stuck in mud, holes, waterways, ditches, or any 
situation where a harness needs to be attached to the animal in a quick and safe fashion. 
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 10.2.2 CONCEPT TWO SCHEMATIC
 COMPACT LARGE ANIMAL CRANE

This concept works on the method of using an A-frame structure to leverage the animal 
out of mud, waters or just onto its feet again in a vertical motion. This change in the 
angle of pull should make it far easier to pull the animal out.

My concept for this large animal crane is designed to be as compact as possible when 
not in use so that it can be carried an assembled by just one person.

The concept consists of a foldable a-frame structure, a wide girth strap, foldable webbed 
feet, and a 4:1 hoist. The device works by first securing a rope or the girth strap to the 
animal, this would involve getting your hands dirty and digging under the animal to at-
tach the strap, or simply tying a rope around its neck. This rope then runs to the apex of 
the A-frame and then tails off in the direction of the operator. The operator would then 
anchor their 4:1 hoist to a stationary object (such as a tree or stake in the ground) and 
attach the other end to the rope by means of either a rope ascending device, or a simple 
prussic knot. This knot allows the hoist line to move along the A-frame line while not un-
der load, but is locked off when load is put on the knot, which will pull the A-frame up. 
This prussic is necessary as the 4:1 hoist will only pull a quarter of its distance when fully 
expanded, so depending on the length of rope available the need may arise for the hoist 
to be re-set, this prussic would allow the hoist line to simple slide along the A-frame line 
and re-establish a new grip without re-tying the ropes. This also allows the entire opera-
tion to be more compact, so is more versatile.
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SPECIFICATIONS OF CONCEPT TWO
-Powerful pulling power
-No need for vehicles
-Less manpower needed, usable by one or two people
-Compact
-Usable in other rescue situations
-Method is already proven to work
-Cheap and simple technology

USE OF CONCEPT TWO
This concept has potential to be used in a wider range of applications, from lifting ani-
mals from bogs to lifting cars off people to more generic every day tasks like lifting water 
from wells. 

 10.2.3 CONCEPT THREE SCHEMATIC
 DYNAMIC AIR BAG.

My final concept is similar to the first concept, in that it is based on the same hypothesis 
of displacing ground pressure underneath the animal to raise its center of gravity. This 
concept consists of a small highly portable air bag, which is housed in a firm rubber hous-
ing attached to two aluminum clasps. These clasps are intended to be attached to a rope 
for threading underneath the animal or alternatively attached to a pole or stick to be 
pushed under the animal. The device would have a split line running down its middle, so 
that when the internal gas cartridge is released the sides of the housing split apart and 
down, allowing the bag to inflate. 
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Operation of the device is via a ripcord/tube when pulled sharply punctures to top of the 
29gram co2 cartridge, inflating the device. The operator can then add or release gas via 
the ripcord tube, which has an adaptor for an air pump.

The intention of this design is that it would be a cheap way to utilize its principal of 
operation, and would ideally be used in multiple numbers, adding support where it is 
needed most. Using the device in this manner it would be a highly versatile solution to 
the problem, as well as other, un-related issues. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CONCEPT THREE
-Light, small volume
-bag size small and handy, around 60x60x60cm for fast inflation
-Made from simple one piece housing + clasps and gas
-Modular operation means handy for other tasks
-Gives weight dispersion, and flotation

USE OF CONCEPT THREE
This concept is perfect for any water bourn rescue operations, for livestock or others.
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10.3 ADVANTAGES/DISADTANTAGES   
         CONCEPT 
ONE

Advantages
 -Reduces man power and other gear needed    
 -Quick operation, reduces time needed
 -Versatile and fail safe, through multiple inflation methods.
 -Easy way to attach harness
 -Ability to remain out of harms way
 
 
        CONCEPT TWO

Advantages
 -Compact, can carry around in boot easily
 -Quick operation, reduces time needed
 -Reduces man power and need for vehicles
 -Variety of other potential uses, heavy lifting, general lifting tasks
 -Robust construction, very hard to break.
 -Cheap to produce, only simple moving parts
 -Zero running costs.
 -Proven method, we know it works.

 
        CONCEPT THREE

Advantages
 -Super compact. Can carry many around
 -Versatile range of applications
 -Very fast and easy to use
 -Reduces forces needed to pull animal.
 -Using in groups reduces change of system failure

Disadvantages
 -Large size, awkward to carry and transport
 -Limited uses
 -Cleaning could be a problem
 -Price could be high

Disadvantages
 -Needs anchor point to work
 -Requires some level or skill or knowledge in the product
 -Cleaning could be a problem

Disadvantages
 -Price may be high
 -High running costs
 -Disposable power source not sustainable
 -Positioning may not be as easy
 -Need more than one for it to work.
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10.4 DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

INITIAL CONCEPT TESTING
In the search for a solution to the problem my project is facing, I needed to first find a 
mechanical solution, rather than an aesthetic or user experience. So my testing so far has 
been all about the best method to use in large animal testing.

For concept one I have built a half scale cow dummy using a 200 litre barel, some alumi-
num poles and other asorted bottles and rags for a head (estimated weight about 220kg)
This I will be using to test mechanical systems at a larger scale, which will be done within 
the users environment, with is mud. These tests are yet to be carried out, but have been 
planned in full. I am currently waiting for weather and time constraints to lend themselves 
to these tests.

Things I will be testing at large scale;
 -Rescuing dummy cow using exercise ball air bag, including placing bag using   
   curved pole, and how to attach air line and stabilize the lift.
 -Rescuing dummy cow using A-Frame structure, ropes, and 4:1 hoist.
 -Attaching harness to dummy cow
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These tests I have already carried out with good results at a small scale, as you can see in 
the following pictures. 

Air bag, I found this needs to be stabilized when lifting the animal, or animal is likely to 
fall on its side, or simply move out of the way by path of least resistance.
Also positioning of airbag under cow needs to be carefully considered, as a kink in the 
airline can ruin the operation, and a badly placed bag could send the animal in the 
wrong direction. 

A Frame, I found that the apex of the frame must be as close to the lifting point as pos-
sible to avoid inherent slack when lifting frame. Also feet of frame need a wide base to 
displace the ground pressure and prevent frame sinking in. Exact size for weight ratio 
needs further investigation.

ERGONOMICS ANALYSIS OF CONCEPTS
Although at this stage ergonomics has not been the pressing issue in the project, I would 
like to recognize that it has been looked into from the side of the animal.
The most common animal for livestock rescue operations that would require this device 
would be cows. Important ergonomic factors in cows include their necks, and horns, as 
well as their underside, brisket and legs. It is important to know how much strain they can 
take before injury, and where the best attachment points are for a harness etc. 
Most professionals would say that the safest way to pull an animal is with a rope around 
its neck, however lifestyle farmers or owners of animals often do not like to see this as it 
can be disturbing to see a huge cow or horse hanging by its neck. 
Therefore I would like to explore more the concept of securing a girth harness around 
the belly of the animal, and how this could be done safely and securely without it damag-
ing the legs or slipping off. 
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10.5 FINAL PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

As a final specification for the product there are a number of things that I know now it 
should or should not include for the purpose of large animal rescue.

The final product should solve the problems faced by farmers and rescue persons in 
large animal rescue from mud, or other stranding situations.

The final product should:
Be highly portable.
Reduce or eliminate the need for a tractor or other vehicle.
Reduce the manpower needed in saving a stricken large animal.
Be cheap to use and produce in comparison to established current methods.
Be quick to use.
Reduce the risk of injury or death to both the animal and operator.
Be usable in a range of livestock rescue operations.

10.6 CONCLUSIONS

POTENTIAL FAVOURITE AND SOLUTION
At this stage I have not decided on a concept to develop further, as I am wanting to hear 
back from my panel of experts and users about the concepts first, as well as carry out my 
larger scale tests, which could not be carried out at this stage due to weather and time 
demands. 

CONCLUSION
In conclusion I feel that all three of my current concepts have some merit helping with 
the rescue of large animals, however some further testing and discussion needs to take 
place before this project really comes into its own. I would like to look into combinations 
of my concepts and their mechanical operations, as well as heavily develop the aesthetiC 
and ergonomic side of the concept.
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